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A partially gapped spectrum due to the application of a magnetic field is one of the main probes of Rashba
spin-orbit coupling in nanowires. Such a “helical gap” manifests itself in the linear conductance, as well as in
dynamic response functions such as the spectral function, the structure factor, or the tunnelling density of states.
In this paper, we investigate theoretically the signature of the helical gap in these observables with a particular
focus on the interplay between Rashba spin-orbit coupling and electron-electron interactions. We show that in
a quasi-one-dimensional wire, interactions can open a helical gap even without magnetic field. We calculate the
dynamic response functions using bosonization, a renormalization group analysis, and the exact form factors of
the emerging sine-Gordon model. For special interaction strengths, we verify our results by refermionization.
We show how the two types of helical gaps, caused by magnetic fields or interactions, can be distinguished in
experiments.

PACS numbers: 71.70.Ej, 73.21.Hb, 75.70.Tj,

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, there has been a surge of interest
in one-dimensional (1D) semiconductor wires with Rashba
spin-orbit coupling (RSOC), largely as a result of their po-
tential to host quasiparticles behaving as Majorana fermions.
In proximity to a bulk s-wave superconductor and subjected
to a magnetic field perpendicular to the Rashba axis, the
wire is expected to have a completely gapped spectrum, ex-
cept for a single Majorana bound state at each end.1–3 There
have been several suggestive experimental signatures of Ma-
jorana physics, including zero-bias peaks4–7 and an unconven-
tional 4π Josephson effect,8 but there is not yet any completely
conclusive measurement which would rule out all alternative
explanations of the observed features. In this respect, it is
necessary to independently characterize the RSOC strength
of nanowires. This is one motivation why “bare” Rashba
nanowires are currently actively studied even in the absence
of a superconductor.

Given that proximity to a superconductor screens long-
range interactions, experiments on nanowires not subject to
the proximity effect should be more sensitive to the inter-
play between RSOC and electron-electron interactions. A
crucial prerequisite for the appearance of Majorana modes
is the opening of a partial gap in the spectrum at the Dirac
point (see Fig. 1) due to an applied magnetic field. Indeed,
the creation of such a gap can be understood most easily for
non-interacting electrons, and the fate of this “helical gap”
in the interacting case has been studied in recent years us-
ing renormalization-group (RG) arguments, numerical simu-
lations, and Wigner crystal theory9–12.

Evidently, an applied magnetic field breaks time-reversal
symmetry. However, even without magnetic field when the
system is time-reversal symmetric, it is consistent to allow for
another spin non-conserving process, so-called spin-umklapp
scattering, which can also open a partial gap near the band

crossing. While this type of scattering has been predicted
based on symmetry arguments, much less attention has been
devoted to understanding the microscopic mechanism behind
it. Therefore, we will describe in detail how such spin-flipping
transitions emerge as a consequence of the quasi-1D nature of
experimental Rashba wires. In tandem with electron-electron
interactions, they lead naturally to spin-umklapp scattering
and hence to the formation of a helical gap even without an
applied magnetic field. The resulting system then hosts frac-
tionalized quasiparticles which have attracted a lot of interest
in the past years.13–20

Therefore, in an interacting quasi-1D Rashba wire, heli-
cal gaps can in principle be created by either a magnetic
field or by spin-umklapp scattering. This prompts the ques-
tion about whether the two possible underlying causes can
be distinguished experimentally. Both mechanisms lead to
very similar experimental signatures in conductance measure-
ments, where the opening of a helical gap results in a halving
of the conductance as the chemical potential is tuned close to
the Dirac point.21,22 However, we will show that dynamic re-
sponse functions, in particular the spectral function, the struc-
ture factor, and the tunnelling density of states, allow one to
uniquely assign one of these origins to an observed helical
gap. These functions are thus a much better probe of the heli-
cal gap than conductance measurements alone.

The structure of this article is as follows: In Sec. II, we
summarize our main results in a non-technical manner. In par-
ticular, we define the response functions studied and sketch
how helical gaps manifest themselves in them. In Sec. III, we
present our model for a quasi-1D Rashba nanowire and show
how spin-umklapp scattering is generated by virtual transi-
tions between subbands. In Sec. IV, we bosonize the model
Hamiltonian to account for the interactions before performing
a renormalization group analysis in Sec. V. Subsequently, in
Sec. VI, we study the response functions by using the exact
form factors of the sine-Gordon model as well as a refermion-
ization solution at certain “Luther-Emery” points in parameter
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FIG. 1: Single-particle spectrum of a Rashba wire with two trans-
verse channels in the absence of magnetic field. The spin texture is
indicated by the color coding. Virtual transitions between subbands
conserve momentum and are associated with a spin flip. In com-
bination with electron-electron interaction, this can produce spin-
umklapp scattering as indicated by the Feynman diagram on top.

space. Finally, we summarize our results and present a short
outlook in Sec. VII.

II. MAIN RESULTS

In a strictly 1D nanowire in x direction, RSOC leads to
a term HR = −αRσ̂y px

1,2,23 in the Hamiltonian where σ̂x,y,z
denotes the Pauli matrices which act on the electron’s spin.
Adding the kinetic energy H0 = p2

x/(2m), one finds that the
only effect of RSOC is to shift the parabolic spectra of the
two spin components in energy and momentum to ε↑,↓(px) =

(px ∓ mαR)2/(2m) − mα2
R/2. Importantly, however, the 1D

Hamiltonian still commutes with the y-component of the elec-
tron’s spin, [H0+HR, σ̂y] = 0. Hence, merely adding Coulomb
interactions to a 1D Rashba Hamiltonian is not sufficient to
create spin-flip processes, since in that case the total spin of
the electrons will still be conserved.

However, realistic nanowires have a physical extent in a
second direction, making them quasi-1D structures. They can
be modelled by narrowly confining a two-dimensional system
with a harmonic trapping potential. This results in transverse
subbands separated in energy by the trapping frequency Ω.
For a 2D system in the x − y plane, the Rashba Hamiltonian
reads HR = αR(σ̂x py − σ̂y px) and, in contrast to the 1D ver-
sion, no longer commutes with σ̂y. From this form of RSOC,
one finds that transitions between neighbouring subbands are
always associated with a spin flip. By analogy to an applied
magnetic field perpendicular to the Rashba spin-orbit axis, it
has also been discussed how inter subband transitions can in-
duce gaps in the spectrum.24

The effect of these subbands on transport in a wire with
RSOC and electron-electron interactions has previously been
studied in a series of papers.25,26 However, these studies fo-
cussed on the gapless modes present in the system, and ne-
glected the effect of magnetic fields or backscattering on trans-

port. When combined with strong enough Coulomb interac-
tions, we find that virtual transitions between subbands gen-
erate a spin-umklapp scattering process in which, e.g., two
spin-up electrons are converted into two spin-down electrons.
Hence, this process changes the total spin without breaking
time-reversal symmetry. This process is schematically de-
picted in Fig. 1.

To fully analyse this spin-umklapp scattering and study its
interplay with a magnetic field, we carry out a first-order
renormalization group (RG) analysis. We find that whereas
a magnetic field perpendicular to the Rashba axis always
opens a partial gap in the spectrum, it is only for sufficiently
strong interactions, characterized by a Luttinger parameter
K < 1/2, that spin-umklapp scattering can open a similar gap,
provided the chemical potential is tuned close to the Dirac
point. However, such strong interactions (K ∼ 0.2 − 0.4)
have been observed in semiconductor nanowires27,28 and car-
bon nanotubes.29

As both a perpendicular magnetic field and spin-umklapp
scattering open a partial gap, we must conceive of a means of
telling them apart. As we will show below, one crucial differ-
ence is that with a magnetic field-induced gap, the low-energy
excitations near to k = 0 (“quasiparticles”) of the system have
the same quantum numbers as the original electrons, whereas
in the case of spin-umklapp scattering they have fractional-
ized charge e/2. This makes both effects distinguishable in
response functions.

For instance, exciting quasiparticles across the band gap re-
quires an energy ω > ∆ regardless of how the gap ∆ is gener-
ated. This corresponds to the gap which can be measured for
instance in the density structure factor,

S (k, ω) =

∫
dxdteiωt−ikx 〈ρ(x, t)ρ(0, 0)〉 , (1)

where ρ =
∑
σ ρσ is the total electron density, and σ =↑, ↓.

By contrast, inserting a single physical electron into the sys-
tem will require producing a single charge-e quasiparticle if
the gap is generated by a magnetic field, but two charge-e/2
excitations if it is caused by spin-umklapp scattering. Experi-
mentally, this can be probed in the spectral function

Aψ(k, ω) =
1

2π

∫
dxdteiωt−ikx

〈{
ψ(x, t), ψ†(0, 0)

}〉
, (2)

where ψ = cos(θ/2)ψ↑ + eiφ sin(θ/2)ψ↓ is the annihilation op-
erator for an electron with spin pointing in a direction on the
Bloch sphere given by the azimuthal angle φ ∈ [0, 2π] and the
polar angle θ ∈ [0, π]. Moreover, {·, ·} denotes the anticom-
mutator. The gap seen in Aψ(k, ω) would also be visible in
the d.c. conductance of the wire, and the tunneling density of
states,30,31

ρψ(ω) =

∫
dkAψ(k, ω), (3)

which can be measured experimentally through spin-polarized
scanning tunneling microscopy.

By calculating the spectral function and the density struc-
ture factor for the gapped modes at k = 0 and the gapless
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FIG. 2: A schematic representation of the various response functions
we consider. Panel (a) shows the insertion of a single electron into a
system with a B-field gap, resulting in a single quasiparticle of mass
M1 in the “conduction” band. This will result in threshold behav-
ior for the spectral function at ω = M1. Panel (b) shows the same
process, but in the case of an umklapp gap, where in order to obey
charge conservation we must create two e/2 quasiparticles of mass
M2, so the threshold value shifts to ω = 2M2. Panels (c) and (d)
show the process interrogated by the density structure factor, which
will have the same threshold behavior, regardless of the underlying
gap-generating mechanism.

modes at k = ±kF , we find that the simple picture we just pre-
sented is borne out. In particular, the spectral function onsets
at different values of energy, and also takes a different func-
tional form depending on the gap-opening mechanism. These
results are summarized in Fig. 2.

Even though we provide a specific microscopic derivation
of the spin-umklapp scattering in quasi-1D wires, we would
like to stress that the mechanism we describe for opening of a
helical gap without a magnetic field is rather generic, and re-
lies only on sufficiently strong interactions and clean wires.
Therefore, our predictions about the response functions re-
main valid even if the spin-umklapp term is generated by other
mechanisms than the inter-subband transitions explained be-
low.

III. MODEL

We consider a model of the experimental arrangement used
to investigate the conductance of Rashba spin-orbit coupled
quantum wires. Our prototypical system has a large extent
in the x-direction, but is confined in the y-direction by a har-
monic potential of strength Ω to model the effect of the fi-
nite width of the real system. The dominant spin-orbit cou-
pling is of Rashba type, resulting from the breaking of struc-

tural inversion symmetry associated to either an intrinsic or
an externally-applied electric field E ‖ ẑ. The RSOC then
has strength αR proportional to |E|. The Hamiltonian for the
system takes the form25,26,32,33

H =
p2

x + p2
y

2m
+

1
2

mΩ2y2 + αR(σ̂x py − σ̂y px), (4)

where px, py are the momenta parallel and perpendicular to
the wire axis, and σ̂x and σ̂y are two spin-1/2 Pauli matri-
ces. The harmonic confinement along the y-direction suggests
introducing raising and lowering operators a† and a, where
y = (2mΩ)−1/2(a + a†). The Hamiltonian then decomposes
into two parts H = H0 + H1, where

H0 = Ω

(
a†a +

1
2

)
+

p2
x

2m
− αRσ̂y px, (5)

H1 = igσ̂x(a† − a), (6)

where we have defined g = αR
√

mΩ/2. Hence, the motion in
y-direction results in a tower of subbands which come from
the finite width of our model. Since σ̂y commutes with H0,
the eigenstates of H0 have definite spin in the y-direction. It
is then clear that transitions between subbands, created by the
raising and lowering operators in H1, flip this spin because H1
contains σ̂x.

We are mainly interested in the low-energy behavior of this
system, so we focus only on the lowest and the first-excited
subbands. In order to generate an effective model which ac-
counts for the physics arising from changes of subband, we
perform a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation to remove the cou-
pling H1 between the subbands up to order (g/Ω)2. We con-
jugate the Hamiltonian H by a transformation H′ = e−S HeS ,
where we choose

S = −
g(a†σ̂− − aσ̂+)
(2Ω − 4αR py)

+
g(a†σ̂+ − aσ̂−)
(2Ω + 4αR py)

, (7)

such that [S ,H0] = −H1. We can see from this expression that
S is O(g), and expanding the transformation to O(g2), we find

H′ = H0 −
1
2

[S ,H1] + O(g3)

≈
p2

x

2m
− αRσ̂y px + εSO, (8)

where we discard the constant shift εSO of the total energy. Ul-
timately this analysis tells us that, to this order, it would have
been consistent to ignore the dynamics in the y-direction in
Eq. (4) from the beginning, and simply use the transformed
Hamiltonian H′, as we would expect for non-interacting elec-
trons. Note that deviations of the spectrum from the parabolic
form occur at higher orders in (g/Ω),25,26,34 but they are not
important for our analysis.

The typical screened Coulomb interactions between elec-
trons create a generic density-density interaction potential
V(r1 − r2). This interaction conserves the two spins of both
interacting electrons. In second-quantized language, the inter-
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action term takes the form

V̂ =
∑
σ1σ2

∫
dr1dr2ψ

†
σ1

(r1)ψ†σ2
(r2)V(|r1 − r2|)ψσ2 (r2)ψσ1 (r1),

(9)

where the operator ψσ(r) annihilates an electron with spin
σ =↑, ↓ (in y-direction) at position r. Transforming the inter-
action term V using the Schrieffer-Wolff approach described
above, and projecting into the lowest subband, we find that the
second-quantized Hamiltonian in momentum space takes the
form Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂ρ + V̂sf + V̂sx, where Ĥ0 is

Ĥ0 =
∑
σ,p

(
p2

2m
− αRσp

)
ψ†p,σψp,σ. (10)

The operators ψ†p,σ and ψp,σ create and annihilate, respec-
tively, an electron with spin σ and momentum p (in x direc-
tion), which is a good quantum number as a result of transla-
tional invariance in the x-direction.

The terms arising from the transformation in Eq. (9) are a
density-density interaction V̂ρ, a spin-flip term V̂sf, and a spin
exchange term V̂sx. The interaction V̂ρ is given by

V̂ρ =
1
L

∑
σ1σ2

∑
p,p′,q

Ṽ(q)ψ†p+q,σ1
ψ†p′−q,σ2

ψp′,σ2ψp,σ1 , (11)

where L is the length of the wire. Moreover, Ṽ(q) = Ṽ(q, y =

0), where Ṽ(q, y) is a partial Fourier transformation of the in-
teraction potential V(|r|): Ṽ(q, y) =

∫
dxe−iqxV(x, y). The re-

maining two terms may be written

V̂sf/sx (12)

=
1
L

∑
σ

∑
p,p′,q

Ũ(q)(2p′ − q)(2p + q)ψ†p+q,σψ
†

p′−q,±σψp′,∓σψp,−σ,

with the effective interaction potential

Ũ(q) =
mα4

R

2π3/2Ω3

∞∑
n=0

1
√

2nn!

∫ ∞

−∞

dz1dz2dz3e−z2
1−z2

2−
(z1−z2)2

2

× Hn(z1 − z2)H1(z1)H1(z2)e−z2
3/2Hn(z3)Ṽ

(
q,

z3
√

mΩ

)
.

(13)

The functions Hn(z), which are nth order Hermite polynomi-
als, occur as a result of the harmonic confinement in the y-
direction. The spin-exchange term V̂sx describes scattering
within the lowest subband in which the interacting electrons
exchange their spin. In contrast, the spin-flip term V̂sf corre-
sponds to a process in which both of the interacting particles
flip their spin (see Fig. 3). Hence, this latter term contains
spin-umklapp scattering which changes the total spin by two.

To deal with the case of Rashba wires in an applied mag-
netic field, we include a Zeeman term which couples to the
spin of the electrons,

ĤB =
∑
i=y,z

∑
p,σ,σ′

Biψ
†
p,σσ̂

i
σσ′ ψp,σ′

=
∑

p

∑
σ

Byσψ
†
p,σψp,σ + Bz

(
ψ†p,↑ψp,↓ + h.c.

) . (14)

k

ε(k)

↓ ↑↑ ↓

V̂sf

V̂sx

FIG. 3: Effective interactions in the lowest subband due to virtual
transitions to higher subbands: spin-flip terms V̂sf (denoted by solid
arrows) and spin-exchange terms V̂sx (denoted by dashed arrows).

where σ̂i is a triplet of Pauli matrices. Since the spin is
quantized along the y-direction, we chose σ̂y = diag(1,−1)
to be diagonal, and σ̂z,x then follow from the spin commu-
tation relations. As we restrict ourselves to states in the
lowest subbands, a general magnetic field can be split into
two important components, parallel and perpendicular to the
Rashba axis taken, without loss of generality, as along the y-
direction, and the z-direction respectively. Whilst it is well-
known that the component of the magnetic field perpendicu-
lar to the Rashba axis is the one which opens the partial gap
in Majorana nanowires, we keep also the parallel component
in order to check to what extent small stray fields along this
direction can destabilize the helical gap.

Moreover, a back-gate present in most experiments gives
control over the population of electrons in the wire. It can be
used to sweep the chemical potential, and so can be exper-
imentally tuned to specific interesting values (e.g. the Dirac
point of the system). The chemical potential couples to the
density, and so appears in the Hamiltonian according to

Ĥµ = −µ
∑
p,σ

ψ†p,σψp,σ. (15)

Hence, the complete Hamiltonian describing the electrons in
the lowest subband and accounting to leading order for virtual
transitions to the first excited subband is given by

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + ĤB + Ĥµ + V̂ρ + V̂sf + V̂sx. (16)

We proceed by bosonizing this Hamiltonian and using the
bosonized version as basis for a renormalization group analy-
sis.

IV. BOSONIZATION

To study the effect of the various interaction terms, we anal-
yse our system using bosonization. We restrict our attention
to small energies near to the chemical potential µ, and as-
sume that the latter is tuned to be close to the Dirac point (see
Fig. 3). The kinetic energy Eq. (10) gives rise to two parabolic
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spectra for spin-↑ and spin-↓ electrons, which are shifted rel-
ative to each other in momentum space by RSOC. Placing the
chemical potential at the Dirac point, we have a total of four
low-energy modes: two with opposite spins at k = 0 and two
with opposite spins at k = ±kF , where kF = 2mαR. To study
the low-energy sector, we therefore project the field operators
ψσ(x) as follows,

ψ↑(x) ≈ eikF xψR↑(x) + ψL↑(x),

ψ↓(x) ≈ ψR↓(x) + e−ikF xψL↓(x). (17)

We define the Fourier components of these fields as

ψασ(x) =
1
√

L

∑
k

eikxψασ,k, (18)

where α = R, L andσ =↑, ↓, and the summation over k is taken
over a narrow momentum window |k| < Λ, where Λ � kF is
the momentum cutoff.

Next, we turn our attention to projecting the different terms
in the full Hamiltonian Eq. (16) onto these low-energy degrees
of freedom. Starting with the spin-flip terms in Eq. (12) we
find

V̂sf =
Ũ(0)

L

∑
pp′q

(2p′ − q)(2p + q)
[
ψ†L↑,p+qψ

†

L↑,p′−qψR↓,pψR↓,p′

+ ψ†R↓,p+qψ
†

R↓,p′−qψL↑,pψL↑,p′

]
, (19)

where we have used the small range of the momenta to justify
neglecting the momentum dependence of the potential Ũ(q).
The interpretation of such a term is that it converts two spin-↑
left-movers into two spin-↓ right-movers, or vice versa, thus
only conserves spin modulo 2. Note that an analogous process
which would scatter two spin-↓ left-movers into two spin-↑
right-movers is not present because it would change momen-
tum by 4kF , which is not allowed in our translation-invariant
system.

We continue with the spin-exchange terms V̂sx in Eq. (12).
While those mostly yield merely corrections to the terms al-
ready present in the density-density interaction term V̂ρ, there
remains one term which cannot be written as a density-density
interaction and must thus be kept separate, namely

V̂S = −
2k2

FŨ(kF)
L

∑
p,p′,q

[
ψ†L↑,p+qψ

†

R↓,p′−qψR↑,p′ψL↓,p (20)

+ ψ†L↓,p+qψ
†

R↑,p′−qψR↓,p′ψL↑,p

]
.

This process couples electrons near ±kF with electrons near
the Dirac point, and exchanges their spins. It is graphically
depicted in Fig. 3.

Moreover, we also write the magnetic field and the chemi-
cal potential Hamiltonians in terms of the low-energy degrees
of freedom

ĤB =

∫
dx

{
By[ρ↑(x) − ρ↓(x)] + Bz

[
ψ†L↑(x)ψR↓(x) + h.c.

]}
,

Ĥµ = −µ

∫
dx

[
ρ↑(x) + ρ↓(x)

]
, (21)

k

ε(k)

↓ ↑↑ ↓

kF = 2mαR

ψL↓ ψL↑ ψR↓ ψR↑

−−

++

FIG. 4: This figure shows the position of the chemical potential and
the four low-energy linearized modes used to bosonize the system.
When bosonized, the inner modes near k = 0 are described by the
operators (φ−, θ−), the outer modes near k = ±kF by (φ+, θ+).

where we have defined the spin-resolved electron densities
ρσ = ρRσ + ρLσ (σ =↑, ↓) in terms of the density opera-
tors ρασ(x) = ψ†ασ(x)ψασ(x). We now bosonize the complete
Hamiltonian using the bosonization identities

ψασ(x) =
Uασ
√

2πa
e−iϕασ(x), (22)

where the chiral bosonic fields are defined as ϕασ = αφ(ασ) −

θ(ασ) for α = R, L = +,− and σ =↑, ↓= +,−. Here, the com-
posite index (ασ) = ± denotes the product of α and σ, such
that, e.g., ϕL↑ = −φ− − θ− and ϕL↓ = −φ+ − θ+. This notation
ensures that the canonically conjugate pair of fields (φ−, θ−) la-
bels the modes near k = 0, whereas (φ+, θ+) labels the modes
near k = ±kF (see Fig. 4).

The operators Uασ are the Klein factors needed to ensure
that fermions on different branches obey the correct anticom-
mutation relations, and a ≈ 1/Λ is a short-range cut-off. The
Klein factors play no further role in the physics, so we will
drop them from here on. With the definitions (22), the density
operators become

ρασ(x) = −
α

2π
∂xϕασ(x). (23)

Rewriting the kinetic energy term (10) in terms of these
bosonic variables, we get two uncoupled Luttinger liquid
Hamiltonians for the (φ+, θ+) and (φ−, θ−) modes. Including
the density-density terms arising from Eqs. (11) and (12), we
find that there are also derivative terms which couple the two
species, and renormalize the sound velocities and the Lut-
tinger parameters for the two different ± bosonic species.

The derivative terms coupling the two species can be re-
moved by going to the charge-spin basis of Ref. [32] by defin-
ing φρ,σ = (φ+±φ−)/

√
2 and θρ,σ = (θ+±θ−)/

√
2. The kinetic

part of the Hamiltonian now reads

Ĥ0 =
∑
j=ρ,σ

v j

2π

∫
dx

(
(∂xφ j)2

K j
+ K j(∂xθ j)2

)
, (24)
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where v j and K j are the sound velocities and Luttinger param-
eters of the charge and spin modes, respectively. For repulsive
interactions one finds Kρ < 1 and Kσ ≤ 1 [32]. In the case
of unbroken SU(2) spin-rotation symmetry, we would be re-
stricted to Kσ = 1, however the Rashba spin-orbit coupling in
combination with an applied magnetic field breaks this sym-
metry, leading to Kσ < 1. Note that this is in contrast to the
usual case of degenerate branches of spinful fermions without
RSOC, where for repulsive interactions Kσ > 1.35

The two competing terms arising from the interaction terms
V̂S and V̂sf in bosonic language become

V̂S = gS

∫
dx cos[2

√
2θσ], (25)

V̂sf = gU

∫
dx cos[2

√
2(φρ − φσ)]. (26)

For weak interactions, the coupling constants gS and gU are
given by gS = 2k2

FŨ(kF)/(2π)2 and gU = −2Ũ(0)/(2πa)2, but
for stronger interactions it will be more convenient to treat
them as phenomenological parameters.

Finally, the Hamiltonians due to the magnetic field and the
chemical potential become

ĤB = −

√
2By

π

∫
dx ∂xθσ +

Bz

πa

∫
dx cos(

√
2[φρ − φσ]),

Ĥµ =

√
2µ
π

∫
dx ∂xφρ. (27)

V. RENORMALIZATION GROUP ANALYSIS

To find out which terms dominate the behavior of the sys-
tem and to assess the possibility of opening gaps due to spin-
umklapp scattering and a magnetic field, we investigate the
flow of the three cosine terms, which have coupling constants
gS, gU and Bz. We carry out our analysis first precisely at the
Dirac point of the system, µ = µ?, where we expect umklapp
scattering to be potentially relevant, before considering small
shifts of the chemical potential µ and parallel magnetic field
By away from this special point. We study the flow of these
terms, and investigate their potential to spoil the gaps gener-
ated by the cosine terms.

We use a real space renormalization group (RG) analysis
based on the operator-product expansion.36 A similar analy-
sis has been carried out by Stoundenmire et al.,10 However,
they focussed their attention on the effect of generic two par-
ticle backscattering on the appearance of a topological super-
conducting phase, which relies on the whole system being in
a gapped phase. In contradistinction, we concentrate on the
opening of a helical gap either by magnetic field or umklapp
scattering, but without proximity to an s-wave superconduc-
tor.

In order to compute the first-order RG equations, we calcu-
late the scaling dimensions of each of the interaction terms in

the Hamiltonian separately. We find for the cosine terms that

dgS

d`
=

(
2 −

2
Kσ

)
gS, (28)

dgU

d`
= 2

(
1 − Kσ − Kρ

)
gU, (29)

dBz

d`
=

(
2 −

Kσ + Kρ

2

)
Bz, (30)

where the flowing cutoff is parameterized as a = e−`a0 where
` flows from 0 to ∞ as we go to lower energies. These RG
equations demonstrate that the spin-flip term is irrelevant for
repulsive interactions where Kσ < 1. In contrast, the umklapp
term gU can become relevant for strongly repulsive interac-
tions, where Kρ + Kσ < 1, in which case it will flow to strong
coupling and open a partial gap. The perpendicular magnetic
field Bz flows to strong coupling for Kρ + Kσ < 4. This means
that for all repulsive interactions, Bz is more strongly relevant
than the umklapp term.

For the terms corresponding to a magnetic field and a chem-
ical potential, we find

dµ
d`

= µ, (31)

dBy

d`
= By. (32)

The chemical potential term µ and the field along the Rashba
direction By, in contrast to the terms found before, flow triv-
ially with the cutoff, and so are also RG-relevant, albeit less
so than the Bz-field term.

Despite this trivial scaling, these terms can still have physi-
cal significance for the opening of the gap, and in principle are
capable of rendering other a priori RG-relevant terms discov-
ered above irrelevant in the thermodynamic limit. We investi-
gate this by allowing for a small shift of the chemical potential
away from the Dirac point.

Going back to the bosonized expression in Eq. (27), it is
clear that we may remove the linear derivative terms corre-
sponding to a chemical potential shifted away from the Dirac
point, and a weak parallel magnetic field by shifting the fields
φρ and θσ by an x-dependent quantity according to

φ̃ρ(x) = φρ(x) +

√
2µ

vρKρ
x = φρ(x) + δρx, (33)

θ̃σ(x) = θσ(x) −

√
2ByKσ

vσ
x = θσ(x) − δσx. (34)

The linear derivative terms are absorbed into the quadratic
terms, at the expense of throwing away a constant contribu-
tion to the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian, which becomes

Ĥ0 =
vρ
2π

∫
dx

(
1

Kρ
(∂xφ̃ρ)2 + Kρ(∂xθρ)2

)
+

vσ
2π

∫
dx

(
1

Kσ
(∂xφσ)2 + Kσ(∂xθ̃σ)2

)
. (35)

The linear shift of the term in θσ does not appear in any poten-
tially RG-relevant term in the Hamiltonian, and can therefore
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be ignored. In the umklapp term, the shift of φρ means the
argument of the cosine now acquires a linear dependence on
position cos[2

√
2(φρ(x)−φσ(x))]→ cos[2

√
2(φ̃ρ(x)−φσ(x)+

δσx)], which then causes this term to oscillate in space. In
the thermodynamic limit, such oscillating terms average to
zero, and become irrelevant in the RG sense. This reason-
ing suggests that any component of the magnetic field along
the Rashba axis will prevent an umklapp gap from opening.

We should be more careful, however. Our previous analysis
shows that at µ = µ?, the RG relevant cosine term flows to
strong coupling, and opens a gap of size ∆. If we now allow
µ to deviate a little from this value µ = µ? + δµ, so long as
δµ < ∆, we remain in the gapped phase, and we must consider
the effect of the δµ term and the Bz and umklapp terms on the
same footing. It is clear from the RG equations that, since
Kρ < 1 and Kσ < 1, Bz will flow to strong coupling ahead of
µ for similar starting values of the two parameters.

Indeed, pinning
√

2(φ̃ρ(x)−φσ(x)+δρx) such that the cosine
in Eq. (27) is at its minimum value corresponds to adjusting
the density ∂xφρ by a constant amount, which is acceptable
when working at fixed chemical potential, as opposed to at
fixed particle number. This adjustment in density does not
move us out of the gapped phase, however, and the magnetic
field-generated gap survives.

In the case of the umklapp gap, µ will flow to strong cou-
pling faster than gU. Since our RG is perturbative, we must
cut the flow when one of the coupling constants becomes of
order one. The question then becomes one of bare values of
the coupling constants, we want the bare value of gU to be suf-
ficiently large that it flows to O(1) before µ. With back-gate
control over the chemical potential, tuning to this regime is in
principle possible.

Since we are interested in a situation where one of the
coupling constants always runs to strong coupling, we might
worry about the validity of using an analysis based on pertur-
bative RG. The study of the commensurate-incommensurate
(C-IC) transition in terms of classical, and later semi-classical
solitons carried out in Refs. [37–39] (for a review, see
Ref. [40]) shows that our RG-based intuition is correct, and
that the gap generated by a relevant cosine term is robust to
small off-axis magnetic fields, and small shifts of the chemical
potential away from the Dirac point for a finite-sized system.

The main result of this section therefore is that even in the
presence of a finite shift of the chemical potential away from
the Dirac point, a sufficiently strong magnetic field perpen-
dicular to the Rashba axis opens a partial gap in the spectrum.
However, in the absence of a perpendicular magnetic field,
and for stronger interactions so that Kρ + Kσ < 1, umklapp
scattering can open a similar gap at the band crossing under
similar conditions.

VI. RESPONSE FUNCTIONS

We now turn to the question of how to experimentally dif-
ferentiate between a partial gap generated by a magnetic field,
and one caused by umklapp scattering. Whilst we have many
physical probes, e.g., the d.c. conductance which will see a

gap in the spectrum created by the two possible mechanisms,
the issue of finding the underlying cause is more subtle.

In particular, one can measure a.c. conductance or optical
properties of the system to get access to the density-density
correlations encoded in the dynamical structure factor S (k, ω)
of the wire. These correlations include contributions from ex-
citing quasiparticles of the system across the partial gap in the
spectrum near k = 0. As a result they will have a threshold
behavior depending on the size of the gap, but not necessar-
ily on the mechanism by which it is created, or on the precise
details of the quasiparticles of the system.

Single-electron correlations are also open to experimental
measurement by tunnelling single electrons into the wire. If
momentum is conserved, for instance in the case of tunnel-
ing between parallel wires, this allows a measurement of the
spectral function A(k, ω).27,41 On the other hand, both the d.c.
conductance, and local tunneling of electrons from an STM
tip give access to the tunneling density of states ρ(ω). These
measurements are based on inserting single electrons into the
system. Depending on the quantum numbers of the quasipar-
ticles, tunneling of a single electron may require the creation
of more than one quasiparticle, and so can lead to a different
threshold behavior depending upon the gap-opening mecha-
nism.

Whereas the quasiparticles near k = 0 in the system with
a B-field gap have a charge e, the same as the free electrons,
we will show below that in the umklapp case the quasipar-
ticles have charge e/2. So, to conserve charge in the tunnel
process, it is necessary to create a pair of quasiparticle exci-
tations. This makes it possible to clearly see the difference
between the competing gap-opening mechanisms of magnetic
field and umklapp scattering. Moreover, the precise functional
form of the response functions close to the threshold energy
differ strongly between the two alternative gap-opening mech-
anisms.

Within this section, we calculate both the structure factor
and the spectral function for a system with a partial gap gener-
ated either by a magnetic field or by umklapp scattering. We
also compute the tunnelling density of states (TDOS) from
the spectral function, to make direct contact with STM-based
experiments. Since we are interested in the partially gapped
phase, we will assume µ = 0 and By = 0.

From here on, we choose to work in the ± basis for the
bosonic modes. The Hamiltonian contains coupling terms be-
tween the modes (φ−, θ−) near k = 0 and the modes (φ+, θ+)
near k = ±kF . One of these, the spin-flip term V̂sf is RG-
irrelevant according to the previous section and can be ne-
glected. The modes are also coupled by density-density inter-
actions, which give rise to terms proportional to (∂xφ−)(∂xφ+)
and (∂xθ−)(∂xθ+). To simplify our discussion, we start by ne-
glecting these inter-mode couplings in Sec. VI A. Afterwards
in Sec. VI B, we will briefly explain how to account for inter-
mode couplings and show that they neither change the exci-
tation threshold of the response functions, nor alter the quali-
tative difference between the magnetic field gap and the umk-
lapp gap. However, they do generally change the exponents
of the power-laws in response functions.

Hence, we first keep only the kinetic terms of the two un-
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coupled Luttinger liquids, but allow them to have different
Luttinger parameters K± and sound velocities v± and the RG-
relevant cosine term due to either a magnetic field, or umklapp
scattering. The Hamiltonian we consider reads

Ĥ = Ĥ+ + Ĥ−, (36)

Ĥ+ =
v+

2π

∫
dx

(
K−1

+ (∂xφ+)2 + K+(∂xθ+)2
)
, (37)

Ĥ− =
v−
2π

∫
dx

(
K−1
− (∂xφ−)2 + K−(∂xθ−)2

)
+ gγ

∫
dx cos(2γφ−). (38)

For γ = 1, the cosine term in H− describes a magnetic field
perpendicular to the Rashba axis with g1 = Bz/(πa), which
is relevant for K− < 2. For γ = 2 it describes an umklapp
scattering term with g2 = gU, which becomes relevant as long
as K− < 1/2.

The gapless outer modes have a standard Luttinger Hamil-
tonian, which decouples completely from the gapped inner
modes. The contribution of the outer modes to response func-
tions can then be calculated within the framework of Luttinger
theory. The gapped central modes have a sine-Gordon Hamil-
tonian, and require a different approach based on the exact
solubility of this sine-Gordon model.

To orient our discussion, we first set some notation and
describe the response functions we will later calculate. The
slow Fourier component of the total charge density for all the
modes is ρ(x) =

∑
σ ρσ(x) = −∂x[φ+(x) + φ−(x)]/π. The den-

sity structure factor (1) for our simplified Hamiltonian (38)
becomes a sum of independent contributions from the φ+ and
φ− fields S (k, ω) = S +(k, ω) + S −(k, ω) where

S ±(k, ω) =
1
π2

∫
dxdteiωt−ikx〈∂xφ±(x, t)∂xφ±(0, 0)〉. (39)

The spectral function for electrons with a given spin was de-
fined in Eq. (2). Using a Lehman spectral representation, one
can show that its particle part (ω > 0), corresponding to the
insertion of an electronic state ψ into the system is given by

Aψ(k, ω > 0) =
1
π

Re
∫

dxdteiωt−ikx
〈
ψ(x, t)ψ†(0, 0)

〉
. (40)

With either cosine term present, spin is not conserved, and
so the spectral function can receive a contribution from the
gapped part of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (38).

A. Soliton form factor solution

We use exact results from the integrability of the sine-
Gordon model to calculate the behavior of the response func-
tions, to find both the threshold behavior and the scaling of the
response functions with ω just above their onset frequency.

The fundamental excitations of the sine-Gordon model (38)
are solitons, or kinks. The soliton creation operators, and their
form factors are known in general for the sine-Gordon model

[42,43]. Here, we use this information to investigate the spec-
tral function and the structure factor of our model. An anal-
ogous procedure has been used to calculate the spectral func-
tion of a Hubbard model at commensurate filling.44

We pass to the Lagrangian formalism, and rescale the fields
to φ̂− = 2

√
2φ−/

√
K− and θ̂− =

√
K−θ−/(2

√
2) to recover the

standard form of the Lagrangian density

L =
1

16π

(
1
v−

(∂tφ̂−)2 − v−(∂xφ̂−)2
)

+ 2ζ cos(βφ̂−), (41)

where ζ = gγ/2 and β = γ
√

K−/
√

2. Note that the expres-
sions we quote are valid for 0 < β2 < 1, so apply only where
the cosine is RG-relevant. In addition, the interaction between
the solitons is known to be attractive for 0 < β2 < 1/2, and
repulsive for 1/2 < β2 < 1. In the repulsive regime, we
can build multi-soliton states from individual solitons, which
are asymptotically free. In the regime in which the interac-
tions are attractive, as well as multi-soliton states, we also find
bound states of solitons known as breathers.

At β2 = 1/2, the solitons are free. This point corresponds
to KLE = 1/γ2, which is called the Luther-Emery point of the
theory, and is discussed in more detail below. This limit is
tricky to approach within the soliton solution, a point we will
elaborate on later, but it allows a solution based on refermion-
ization.

Fundamental kink solutions are the lowest-energy excita-
tions of the system, and interpolate between neighbouring
minima of the cosine term as we go from x = −∞ to x =

+∞. Sine-Gordon kinks have a relativistic dispersion relation
E(P) = (M2

γ + v2
−P2)1/2, where up to dimensionless numerical

factors Mγ ∝ g1/[2(1−β2)]
γ is the mass of the soliton.45 We can

parametrize the energy and momentum of the kinks by their
rapidity θ = arccosh(1 + v2

−P2/M2
γ)1/2 as

E(θ) = Mγ cosh(θ), P(θ) =
Mγ

v−
sinh(θ). (42)

In addition, the fundamental kinks also possess a Z2 charge
ε = ±1, where ε = +1 corresponds to a kink state, whereas
ε = −1 is its antiparticle, the anti-kink.

An N-soliton state |ΩN〉 = |θN , εN , θN−1, εN−1, . . . , θ1, ε1〉 can
be built out of these fundamental kink states. The complete-
ness relation for these N-soliton states is

I =

∞∑
n=0

∑
εi

∫ ∞

−∞

dθ1 . . . dθn

(2π)nn!
|Ωn〉〈Ωn|, (43)

The vacuum state |0〉 is defined to contain no solitons.

1. Density structure factor

To calculate the density structure factor, we wish to use
the form factors of the sine-Gordon model. We find from
Ref. [42] that the vertex operator eisφ̂−(x) has a vacuum expec-
tation value Gs = 〈0|eisφ̂−(x)|0〉 ≈ 1 + O(s2). Taking deriva-
tives gives 〈0|φ̂−(x)|0〉 = lims→0 −i∂s〈0|eisφ̂−(x)|0〉 ≈ 0, i.e.,
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there is no contribution to the expectation value of the φ̂− op-
erator in the zero-soliton sector. In fact, the leading contri-
bution to the vertex function comes from a two soliton state
|Ω2〉 = |θ2, ε, θ1,−ε〉, which has the form factor42

〈0|eisφ̂−(0)|Ω2〉 = isεGsF(θ1 − θ2), (44)

where we have defined the function

F(θ) = −
G(θ)

G(−iπ)
π

β cosh[θ + iπ/(2ξ)] cosh(θ/2)
, (45)

and the parameter ξ = β2/(1 − β2). G(θ) is given in integral
representation as

G(θ) = i sinh
(
θ

2

)
exp

∫ ∞

0

dt
t

{
sinh2[t

(
1 − iθ

π

)
] − sinh2

(
t
2

)}
sinh[t(ξ − 1)]

sinh(2t) sinh(tξ) cosh(t)

 . (46)

Taking a derivative of Eq. (44) with respect to s, and using
the translation operator, we find

〈0|∂xφ̂−(x)|Ω2〉 = −
2iεMγπ

βv−
sinh

(
θ1 + θ2

2

)
G0F(θ1 − θ2),

(47)

Since each soliton requires an energy of at least Mγ, such a
state has an energy E ≥ 2Mγ. Using the form factor, we can
calculate the relevant correlation function by inserting a com-
plete set of soliton states (43). The leading contribution at low
energies corresponds to states with at most two solitons, and
reads

〈∂xφ−(x, t)∂xφ−(0)〉 =
2M2

γπ
2

v2
−γ

2

∫
dθ1dθ2

8π2 e
−i

2∑
j=1

[E(θ j)t+P(θ j)x]

× sinh2
(
θ1 + θ2

2

)
G2

0|F(θ1 − θ2)|2. (48)

Fourier transforming this expression generates two δ-
functions, which correspond to energy and momentum con-
servation. The energy conservation δ-function enforces that
S −(k, ω) = 0 for ω < 2Mγ. To find the threshold behavior for

ω ' ωth(k) =

√
4M2

γ + v2
−k2, (49)

we make the approximation that F(θ1−θ2)2 ∼ f (K)2(θ1−θ2)2,
which is true for small values of θ1 − θ2, and f (K) is a con-
stant term which depends only on the value of the Luttinger
parameter K. This approximation has a range of validity that
depends on the Luttinger parameter through K − KLE , i.e., on
the distance from the Luther-Emery point. We find

S −(k, ω) ≈
π2v−k2 f (K)2

4γ2
√

2M3
γ

√
ωth(k) (ω − ωth(k)) Θ[ω − ωth(k)],

(50)

where Θ[ω − ωth(k)] is the Heaviside step function. Hence,
near the threshold the density structure factor scales as

S −(k, ω) ∝
√
ω − ωth(k). Note that both the threshold, and

the form of the density structure factor only depend on the
value of γ through the soliton mass, Mγ, otherwise the result
is the same regardless of the mechanism responsible for the
appearance of the gap.

At the Luther-Emery point K = KLE , the approximation
used in the paragraph after Eq. (49) breaks down. As we will
show in Sec. VI C, one finds in this case the divergent thresh-
old behavior S −(k, ω) ∝ 1/

√
ω − ωth(k), which coincides with

the expected result for free fermions.
We can calculate the contribution from the gapless outer

modes, φ+ and θ+ within the framework of Luttinger theory.
A straightforward calculation gives

S +(k, ω) =
K+|k|

4
δ(ω − v+k), (51)

which tells us that for a given value of ω, we get a δ-function
spike at a finite value of k. This is quite different from the
threshold behavior of S −(k, ω), and even including thermal
broadening effects will remain distinguishable from it. A plot
of the threshold behavior of the density structure factor, in-
cluding cuts at finite momentum is given in Fig. 5.

Note that in the regime where β2 < 1/2, the solitons attract
one another, and we expect that breathing modes can also
contribute to the density structure factor. The bound state
resonances corresponding to these breathing modes will give
δ-function peaks in the structure factor at the dispersion
relation of the breathing modes. Depending on the thermal
or disorder broadening of these peaks, they may also be
experimentally observable, and their number could be used
to give bounds on the strength of interactions in the RSOC
coupled wires.

2. Spectral function

In this section, we compute the spectral function Aψ(k, ω),
and the tunneling density of states for insertion of a partic-
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FIG. 5: (Color online) (a) Density plot of the structure factor for the
system with either a magnetic field or an umklapp-generated gap,
encoded in the soliton mass Mγ. Regions with darker shading have
a higher value of S (k, ω). The line through the origin is a smeared
δ-function peak arising from the Luttinger liquid modes, whereas the
region of high S (k, ω) emanating from ω = 2Mγ at k = 0 corre-
sponds to the contribution from the gapped modes. The momentum
is measured in multiples of k0 = Mγ/v−. The vertical dashed lines
correspond to the cuts for fixed momentum of S (k, ω). (b) Plots of
S (q, ω) for fixed momenta q. The size of the Luttinger liquid peaks
grow linearly as a function of k, whereas the contribution from the
gapped modes grow with k2.

ular electronic state into the wire. Specifically, we inject an
electron with its spin in a general direction with respect to the
Rashba axis ψ = cos(θ/2)ψ↑ + eiφ sin(θ/2)ψ↓. As for the den-
sity structure factor, the spectral function factorizes into con-
tributions from the gapped and the gapless modes. We first
focus on the gapped modes, where we find

A−ψ(k, ω) =
1
2

[
A−↑↑(k, ω) + A−↓↓(k, ω)

]
+ sin(θ)

[
e−iφA−↑↓(k, ω) + eiφA−↓↑(k, ω)

]
, (52)

where the notation A−(k, ω) denotes the contribution to the
spectral function from the modes near to k = 0, and

A−↑↓(k, ω) =
1
π

Re
∫

dxdteiωt−ikx〈ψR↓(x, t)ψ†L↑(0, 0)〉, (53)

A−↑↑(k, ω) =
1
π

Re
∫

dxdteiωt−ikx〈ψL↑(x, t)ψ†L↑(0, 0)〉. (54)

These are the two quantities of interest (for both γ = 1 and
γ = 2, we find A−

↑↑
(k, ω) = A−

↓↓
(k, ω)). We first focus on

A−
↑↓

(k, ω) = A−
↓↑

(k, ω)†. Using the space and time translation

operators to rewrite ψR↓(x, t) = eiP̂xeiĤtψR↓(0, 0)e−iĤte−iP̂x, and
inserting a complete set of states shown in Eq. (43), we find

〈ψR↓(x, t)ψ†L↑(0, 0)〉 =

∞∑
n=0

∑
εi

∫ ∞

−∞

dθ1 . . . dθn

(2π)n+1an!
e−i(Et+Px)

× 〈0|ψR↓(0, 0)|Ωn〉〈Ωn|ψ
†

L↑(0, 0)|0〉. (55)

Inserting the bosonized expressions for ψR↓(0, 0) and
ψL↑(0, 0), we find we want to calculate 〈0|ei(±βφ̂−/2γ+γθ̂−/4β)|Ωn〉.
We take only the lowest energy configuration which con-
tributes to this expectation value, which has a form factor

〈0|e2iγθ̂−/βe±iβφ̂−/2γ|θn, εn = −1, . . . , θ1, ε1 = −1〉

=

√
Zγ(β/(2γ))e±iπ/4

γ∏
j=1

e±θ j/2γ
n∏

j< j′
G(θ j′ − θ j). (56)

where Zγ(s) is a complicated normalization factor which does
not change the threshold behavior of our response functions,
and is given explicitly in Ref. [43].

Substituting this into Eq. (53), and doing the integrals over
t and x, which give energy- and momentum-conservation δ-
functions, we recover

A−↑↓(k, ω) = −
iZγ(β/2γ)

(2π)γ−1πaγ!

∫ ∞

−∞

dθ1 . . . dθγ
γ∏

j< j′
|G(θ j′ − θ j)|2δ

k +
Mγ

v−

γ∑
i=1

sinh(θi)

 δ ω − Mγ

γ∑
i=1

cosh(θi)

 . (57)

Note that the summations and products in these expressions
run over values which depend on γ. However, at this point,
we can already see the onset value of the spectral function.

The function cosh(θ) ≥ 1, so in order to satisfy the energy
conservation δ-function, we must have ω > γMγ. Note that
the threshold, and the form of the spectral function depend
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explictly on the value of γ, as well as through the soliton mass,
Mγ.

We calculate the form of the spectral function exactly for
the different gap mechanisms. For γ = 1, the expression
Eq. (57) simplifies to

A−↑↓(k, ω) =
−iZ1(β/2)

πa

∫ ∞

−∞

dθδ[k +
M1

v−
sinh(θ)]

× δ[ω − M1 cosh(θ)]. (58)

We can do this integral exactly to find

A−↑↓(k, ω) =
C1

ωth,1(k)
δ(ω − ωth,1(k)), (59)

where the constant term C1 = −iv−Z1(β/2)/(πa), and
ωth,1(k) = [M1 + v2

−k2]1/2. We therefore get a δ-function sin-
gularity in the spectral function at ω = ωth,1(k). A similar
calculation for A−

↑↑
(k, ω) gives the result

A−↑↑(k, ω) = C̃1

[
1 −

v−k
ωth,1(k)

]
δ(ω − ωth,1(k)), (60)

where C̃1 = v−Z1(β/2)/(πa). With these two functions, we
proceed to calculate the contribution to the TDOS from the
gapped modes ρ−ψ(ω) for a general spin-polarized state ψ from

Eq. (52), simply by integrating over k. We find

ρ−ψ(ω) =
2Z1(β/2)

πaM1

√
ω2 − M2

1

[
ω + M1 sin(θ) sin(φ)

]
Θ(ω − M1).

(61)

Just above the threshold,ω = M1+δω, this expression consists
of two contributions. The first is an angle-independent back-
ground which behaves like 1/

√
δω, and an angularly varying

term which is proportional to sin(θ) sin(φ), and also scales like
1/
√
δω. This 1/

√
δω behavior can be understood as the usual

van Hove singularity for a one-dimensional system.
Note that Ref. [31] considers a similar Hamiltonian to

Eq. (36) with γ = 1. However, their definition of the fermionic
fields in terms of the bosonic fields is different to ours, so that
when they make the approximation of discarding marginal
inter-mode interaction terms, they are discarding terms of a
different physical origin to us. As a result, whilst our results
agree with those of Ref. [31] for the threshold energy for the
spectral function, since we are discarding different marginal
terms, we find different power law behavior to them above the
onset.

For γ = 2, the spectral function is more complicated. The
A−
↑↓

(k, ω) contribution takes the form

A−↑↓(k, ω) = −
iZ2(β/4)
(2π)2a

∫ ∞

−∞

dθ1dθ2|G(θ1 − θ2)|2δ
(
k +

M2

v−
(sinh(θ1) + sinh(θ2))

)
δ (ω − M2(cosh(θ1) + cosh(θ2))) , (62)

We make the approximation that |G(θ1 − θ2)|2 ∼ g(K)2(θ1 −

θ2)2, where g(K) is again a constant which depends only on
the Luttinger K, and which is valid for small values of θ1 − θ2.
The result is that

A−↑↓(k, ω) = −
iv−Z2(β/4)g(K)2

(2π)2a

√
ωth,2(k)[ω − ωth,2(k)]

√
2M3

2

× Θ[ω − ωth,2(k)], (63)

where we have defined ωth,2(k) = [4M2
2 +v2

−k2]1/2. We see that
for small momenta, the spectral function switches on with a
square-root cusp at energy ω ∼ 2M2. A similar calculation
for A−

↑↑
(k, ω) shows that in the case of an umklapp gap,

A−↑↑(k, ω) =
v−Z2(β/4)

2
√

2(2π)2aM4
2

1 − v−k√
4M2

2 + v2
−k2


× [ωth,2(k)]

3
2
√
ω − ωth,2(k) Θ[ω − ωth,2(k)].

(64)

In this case, the TDOS for the injection of a spin polarized

state gets a contribution from A−
↑↓

(k, ω) which takes the form

ρ−↑↓(ω) =
Z2(β/4)g(K)2

(2π)2a
√

2M3
2

sin θ sin θ
∫ ω

2M2

du
u

3
2
√
ω − u√

u2 − 4M2
2

.

(65)
For small ω, we approximate the integral to find

ρ−↑↓ =
Z2(β/4)g(K)2

8πaM2
2

(ω − 2M2) Θ(ω − 2M2). (66)

A similar calculation for the leading contribution from
A↑↑(k, ω) gives that

ρ−↑↑ =
Z2(β/4)

2
√

2(2π)2aM4
2

∫ ω

2M2

du
u

5
2
√
ω − u√

u2 − 4M2
2

. (67)

This result tells us that in the case of an umklapp-generated
gap, we have a linear behavior of the tunnelling density of
states with energy for values just above the threshold. For the
injection of a general spin-polarized state, we find that

ρ−ψ(ω) ≈ Γ {1 + sin θ sin φ} (ω − 2M2)Θ(ω − 2M2) (68)
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FIG. 6: (Color online) (a) Density plot of the spectral function with a
magnetic field induced gap, whose size is encoded in the soliton mass
M1. Regions with darker shading have a higher value of A(k, ω). The
fan of spectral weight spreading from kF = 2mαR comes from the
Luttinger liquid modes, whereas the smeared δ-function peak em-
anating from ω = M1 at k = 0 corresponds to the contribution
from the gapped modes. The momentum is measured in multiples
of k0 = M1/v−. The vertical dashed lines correspond to the cuts for
fixed momentum of A(k, ω). (b) Plots of A(q, ω) for fixed momenta
q. The Luttinger liquid contribution is broad and featureless for mo-
menta q < kF , whereas the contribution from the gapped modes gives
a sharp peak.

where Γ = Z2(β/4)g(K)2/(8πaM2
2). Above the threshold

value, ω = 2M + δω, we find that the TDOS is linear in
δω, in contrast to the magnetic field-induced gap it behaves
as 1/

√
δω for energies just above the threshold.

The contribution from the ungapped, outer modes can again
be calculated within the framework of Luttinger theory, with
the result that

A+
ψ(k, ω) = C+

∏
α,β=±

[
ω + αv+k

2v+

]δα−1

Θ[w+αv+(k+βkF)] (69)

where kF = 2mαR, the exponents δα = (K+ +1/K+ +2α)/4 de-
pend on the Luttinger parameter K, and C+ is a non-universal

0 kF k0 2k0 3k0

k

0

M2

2M2

ω

ω=ωth, 2(k)

0 M2 2M2 3M2

ω

A
(q
,ω

)

(b)

(a)

q= 0. 1M2/v−

q= 0. 3M2/v−

q= 0. 5M2/v−

q= 0. 7M2/v−

FIG. 7: (Color online) (a) Density plot of the spectral function with
an umklapp gap, whose size is encoded in the soliton mass M2. Re-
gions with darker shading have a higher value of A(k, ω). The fan of
spectral weight spreading from kF = 2mαR comes from the Luttinger
liquid modes, whereas the square-root function which onsets near to
ω = 2M2 is the contribution from the gapped modes. The momen-
tum is measured in multiples of k0 = M2/v−. The vertical dashed
lines correspond to the cuts for fixed momentum of A(k, ω). (b) Plots
of A(q, ω) for fixed momenta q. The Luttinger liquid contribution is
broad and featureless for momenta q < kF , whereas the contribution
from the gapped modes gives a square-root onset.

number which depends on the cutoff a. For K+ � 1, δα − 1 >
0, and this term gives a pair of fan-like contributions emanat-
ing from k = ±kF (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 ).

B. Response functions with inter-mode coupling

In Sec. VI A, we calculated the response function based on
the Hamiltonian (36)-(38), in which we neglected coupling
terms between the modes near k = 0 and near k = ±kF . As
we have shown in Eq. (11), the interaction processes produc-
ing these terms require a momentum transfer of kF and are
thus small for an interaction potential with nonzero range, for
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which Ṽ(kF) < Ṽ(0). Despite their smallness, however, we
show in this sections that these coupling terms can change the
response functions quantitatively.

The inter-mode coupling terms arising from Eq. (11) can be
written as

H+− =

∫
dx

[
gθ(∂xθ+)(∂xθ−) + gφ(∂xφ+)(∂xφ−)

]
. (70)

When the cosine term in Eq. (38) becomes relevant, it tends
to pin the φ− field, so the coupling term proportional to gφ
is strongly suppressed. In contrast, however, a pinned φ− en-
tails strong fluctuations in its conjugate field θ−, so the gθ term
should in principle be taken into account.

Let us briefly discuss how to do this, and to simplify the
algebra let us assume equal Fermi velocities v+ = v− = v and
Luttinger parameters K+ = K− = K. Shifting two of the four
bosonic fields by θ− → θ− +αθ+ and φ+ → φ+ −αφ−, one can
eliminate the gθ coupling term by choosing α = πgθ/(Kv).
The transformation leaves us with a Hamiltonian of the form
(36)-(38) with renormalized parameters, supplemented with a
gφ coupling term, but the latter can be neglected if the cosine
is relevant.

The transformation used to eliminate the gθ term causes
changes in the response functions. In the density structure fac-
tor S (k, ω), it merely changes the prefactors in Eqs. (50) and
(51). For the spectral function A(k, ω), in contrast, the changes
are more significant because the shifts in bosonic fields also
change the bosonization formula for the fermionic operators.
Most importantly, the k ≈ 0 fields change into

ψR↓ → e−i(φ−−θ−+αθ+), ψL↑ → e−i(−φ−−θ−+αθ+). (71)

The shift (71) strongly affects the both the spin-flip contribu-
tions A−

↑↓
, A−
↓↑

and the equal-spin contributions A−
↑↑

and A−
↓↓

to the spectral function. These experience a change in scal-
ing resulting from the inter-mode coupling. This coupling al-
lows a part of the energy of the injected particle near k = 0
to be used to create particle pairs with opposite spins at the
Fermi points ±kF because eiαθ+ ∝ [ψ†L↓ψ

†

R↑]
α/2. A lengthy but

straightforward calculation shows that this changes the func-
tion A−

↑↓
from a Dirac-δ function to a power-law singularity.

Instead of Eq. (59), one now finds for a B-field generated gap,

A−↑↓(k, ω) ∝ [ω − ωth,1(k)]α
2/2−1, (72)

where for the case of an umklapp gap, Eq. (63) is replaced by

A−↑↓(k, ω) ∝ [ω − ωth,2(k)](α2+1)/2. (73)

The limit α → 0 leads back to a representation of the δ-
function for the magnetic field gap, and a square root cusp
for the umklapp gap, respectively.

C. Luther-Emery solution

In order to get a physical picture of our soliton solutions,
and also to investigate the free soliton limit, which is not

amenable to the approximations we made in the soliton com-
putation, we carry out a parallel calculation of the density
structure factor by a different approach.

The central idea of Luther and Emery [46] was that a sine-
Gordon Hamiltonian can correspond to a theory of free quasi-
particles for a particular, special value K = KLE . At this
Luther-Emery point, we may re-fermionize Eq. (38) in terms
of new quasiparticle operators, which are different from the
original fermions. The value of KLE depends on the gap-
opening mechanism γ through KLE = 1/γ2. For both γ = 1
and γ = 2, this corresponds to a regime where the cosine is
relevant.

We introduce new fermion operators according to

ψ̄α(x) =
1
√

2πa
e−i(αφ̄(x)−θ̄(x)), (74)

where θ̄ =
√

KLEθ− and φ̄ = φ−/
√

KLE , and we have dropped
the minus subscripts on all fields. As usual, α = R, L. We can
express these field operators in terms of the quasiparticles for
the different values of γ.

In the case γ = 1, where KLE = 1, we have φ̄ = φ− and
θ̄ = θ−, so refermionization is trivial; the “new” fermions ψ̄
are really the original degrees of freedom ψ.

For γ = 2, KLE = 1/4 so that θ̄ = θ−/2 and φ̄ = 2φ−. For
the fermions, we find

ψ̄α(x) =
1
√

2πa
e−i(2αφ−(x)−θ−(x)/2). (75)

Writing the original fermions in terms of these new quasipar-
ticles, we write

ψR↓(x) =
1
√

2πa
e−i(φ̄/2−2θ̄)

=
1
√

2πa
e−2i(φ̄−θ̄)e3iφ̄/2

∝ (2πa)3/2ψ̄R∂xψ̄Re(3πi/2)
∫ x
−∞

(ρ̄L+ρ̄R). (76)

Since the densities under the integral come from the gapped
modes, at low energies we can assume that the string operator
in the final line is approximately unity. We find

ψα(x) ≈ (2πa)3/2ψ̄α∂xψ̄α, (77)

so a single electron excitation maps to two quasiparticles. In
both cases, going to momentum space, Eq. (38) becomes

H− =
∑

k

(
ψ̄†R,k ψ̄†L,k

) ( v−k Mγ

Mγ −v−k

) (
ψ̄R,k
ψ̄L,k

)
, (78)

where we have defined M1 = Bz and M2 = πagU. Rotating the
basis of operators according to(

ψ̄R,k
ψ̄L,k

)
= Bγk

(
cR,k
cL,k

)
, Bγk =

(
cos ζ(k) − sin ζ(k)
sin ζ(k) cos ζ(k)

)
,

(79)
where ζγ(k) = π/4 − arctan(v−k/Mγ)/2, we can diagonalize
this Hamiltonian exactly to find

H− =
∑
k,α

ξ
γ
α,kc†

α,kcα,k, (80)
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where ξγ
α,k = α[(v−k)2 + M2

γ]1/2. Straight away we can see that
the single quasiparticle spectrum has a spectral gap of size
2Mγ at k = 0. What does this mean for the real electrons? To
find out, we calculate the density structure factor in terms of
these re-fermionized quasiparticle modes.

We focus on the contribution S −(k, ω) to Eq. (39) from the
central, gapped modes, which is given by

S −(k, ω) =
1

π2γ2

∫
dxdteiωt−ikx〈∂xφ̄−(x, t)∂xφ̄−(0, 0)〉

=
1
γ2L

∑
α,α′,q

∫
dteiωt〈ψ̄α,q(t)ψ̄†α′,q(0)〉〈ψ̄†

α,q−k(t)ψ̄α′,q−k(0)〉.

(81)

Rotating to the basis of operators which diagonalizes the
Hamiltonian, given in Eq. (79), we find that

S −(k, ω) =
1
γ2L

∑
q

δ[ω − ξγ−,q − ξ
γ
−,q−k] sin2(ζ(q − k) − ζ(q)),

(82)
where the delta function imposes energy conservation, and the
sine function accounts for the overlap of the initial and final
states. Re-writing the delta function as a constraint on q, we
find that for the equation ω−ξγ−,q−ξ

γ
−,q−k to have real solutions

qi for q, we must have ω > ω̃th, where

ω̃th =

√
v2
−k2 + 4M2

γ . (83)

In other words, S −(k ≈ 0, ω) = 0 if ω < 2Mγ. The exact form
of the gap opening can be calculated, and we find

S −(k ≈ 0, ω) =
v2
−k2

2M2
γ

Θ(ω − ω̃th)
4γ2πv−

√
Mγ

ω − ω̃th(k)
. (84)

This result tells us that we must excite a quasiparticle across
the band gap to get a non-zero result for the density structure
factor, regardless of the mechanism by which the spectral gap
opens. This result agrees with that found from the soliton
form factor calculation both for the threshold at which we find
S , 0. However, the functional form of the density structure
factor above the threshold has a 1/

√
ω − ω̃th(k) singularity,

and not a
√
ω − ω̃th(k) cusp as found from the soliton solution.

We can in fact connect this result with those we found
from the soliton computation. Moving away from the Luther-
Emery point K = KLE in our theory, we would then have
to deal with interactions between the quasiparticles. In
Ref. [47], the authors compute the structure factor for a
weakly-interacting helical edge state with a magnetic field by
re-summation of an infinite series of ladder diagrams. The
authors focus on inter-band transitions, which take quasiparti-
cles from the filled lower band into the empty upper band, as
these are the transitions most susceptible to interactions. In-
cluding a contact interaction Ṽ between the quasiparticles, the
structure factor is found to be

S −(k, ω) ∝
k2

M3/2
γ

√
ω − ω̃th

ω − ω̃th + π2Ṽ M2
γ

Θ(ω − ω̃th)

+
k2Ṽ
Mγ

δ(ω − ω̃th + π2MγṼ), (85)

ω̃th is the lower threshold for a non-zero contribution which in
turn depends on the value of Mγ, which is the size of the in-
duced gap. The second term in Eq. (85) comes from a bound
state of quasiparticles, a breathing mode in our language, and
will concern us less. The first term crosses over from having
a 1/
√
ω − ω̃th(k) divergence when the fermions are free (i.e.

Ṽ = 0), which matches our Luther-Emery calculation, to hav-
ing a

√
ω − ω̃th(k) cusp when Ṽ , 0 in agreement with our

soliton calculation.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed how a helical gap can arise in multi-
subband quantum wires with Rashba spin-orbit coupling, due
to an applied magnetic field, or umklapp scattering. This spin-
non-conserving umklapp process is generated through a com-
bination of interactions, and spin-flipping transitions to higher
sub bands of the confining potential. For sufficiently strong
interactions, and chemical potential near to the band crossing,
this can open a similar gap to that arising from a perpendicular
magnetic field, but in the absence of time reversal symmetry-
breaking perturbations.

The opening of a helical gap would be visible to e.g. con-
ductance measurements. We point out that physical measure-
ments may also be able to discriminate between a magnetic
field generated partial gap, and one arising from umklapp scat-
tering. In particular, we find that the ratio of the threshold en-
ergies for onset of the spectral function and the density struc-
ture factor is one for the magnetic field gap, but is two for the
umklapp gap, due to the fractionalized charge of the quasipar-
ticles in the latter case. The onset of these functions occurs
in a region of (k, ω) space where we expect a generically fea-
tureless contribution from the gapless outer branches.

The tunneling density of states is also very different be-
tween the two cases. In the case of a magnetic field gen-
erated helical gap, at frequencies just above the threshold
ω = M1 + δω, the TDOS switches on with a van Hove-like
1/
√
δω dependence. In contrast, when umklapp scattering

causes the helical gap, we find that the TDOS depends lin-
early on δω = ω − 2M2.

We would like to comment briefly on the relation between
the two-dimensional rectangular geometry we have chosen in
Eq. (4) and experimental InAs and InSb wires. Firstly, even
though these wires usually have a hexagonal cross section,
they can be well approximated as cylindrical. In InSb, elec-
trons are accommodated close to the core of the wire, and so
are only weakly sensitive to the hexagonal symmetry of the
wire’s surface.48 In InAs, on the other hand, Fermi-level pin-
ning causes electronic accumulation nearer to the surface, but
even in this case, experimental measurements agree well with
models based on cylindrical wires.49

Secondly, for a Rashba wire with cylindrical cross section,
the subbands can be classified as eigenstates of the total an-
gular momentum operator. In that case, the ground state has
a twofold spin degeneracy analogous to our model in Eq. (4).
The first excited state, in contrast, has a twofold spin and a
twofold orbital degeneracy, the latter corresponding to clock-
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wise and counterclockwise electron motion, in contrast to our
model, whose first excited state is only spin-degenerate.

However, even for cylindrical wires, it is possible to show
that transitions between subbands are associated with a spin
flip as in Eq. (6). Hence, within the accuracy of our calcu-
lation, the additional orbital degeneracy in cylindrical wires
merely renormalizes the prefactor of the effective potential
Ṽ(q), but does not change qualitatively the results we describe.
Therefore, the two-dimensional model we propose is a good
starting point for modelling Rashba wires at low energies.

Whilst one-dimensional systems are generically very sus-
ceptible to disorder, we would like to point out that recent
measurements on InSb nanowires48 suggest a mean free path
of 1−3µm is achievable using modern fabrication techniques.
This long mean free path puts a low upper-bound on the level

of disorder in currently available wires, especially bearing in
mind that it exceeds the length of wires used experimentally.
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